Abstract. Anomaly subsequence detection is to detect inconsistent data, which always contains important information, among time series. Due to the high dimensionality of the time series, traditional anomaly detection often requires a large time overhead; furthermore, even if the dimensionality reduction techniques can improve the efficiency, they will lose some information and suffer from time drift and parameter tuning. In this paper, we propose a new anomaly subsequence detection with Dynamic Local Density Estimation (DLDE) to improve the detection effect without losing the trend information by dynamically dividing the time series using Time Split Tree. In order to avoid the impact of the hash function and the randomness of dynamic time segments, ensemble learning is used. Experimental results on different types of data sets verify that the proposed model outperforms the state-of-art methods, and the accuracy has big improvement.
Introduction
The time series data is stored in the order of the data generation time, and is dynamic and massive. We are interested in finding the abnormal subsequence in complete time series, in other words, anomaly subsequences are inconsistent with the shape of most other subsequences. Anomaly detection for time series is an analysis of inconsistent data with normal data, which always represents an emergency or fault. Itc is applied in many application domains, ranging from financial data [15, 19] , Electrocardiogram (ECG) data [1, 22] to sensor data [8] . For example, analysis of ECG data can timely monitor patients' heart health such as arrhythmia, ventricular atrial hypertrophy, myocardial infarction [13] before diagnosis process. Therefore, timely detection of abnormal data contained in the data is of great significance.
A rich body of literature exist on detecting time series anomalies, however, existing anomaly detection methods [11, 17, 18, 23] still suffer from a lot of problems. Time series is often high-dimensional data, therefore the calculations in the original data storage format often require large storage and computational arXiv:1907.00701v1 [cs. LG] 28 Jun 2019 overhead. In recent years, the different time series data representation methods were proposed to achieve the purpose of dimensionality reduction. Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) [5] can convert time series of length n into m coefficients by discrete Fourier transform method; Discrete Wavelets Transformation (DWT) [3] is a multi-resolution representation of the data signal but can only be used in time series of integer powers of length 2; and Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) [6] divides the time series into equal length segments, then takes the average for each segment. As for Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) [10] , it maps the mean of the segments to a symbolic representation based on PAA as other variants, ESAX [11] and SAX-TD [23] . All these methods can reduce the dimensionality but losing information on local time segment. However, there are some problem that the size of the window needs to be set manually, which requires the relevant expert knowledge [22] . And the average in the sliding window will lose some important information. In addition, these methods have not pay much attention to time drift problem, which will get wrong anomaly subsequence if using Euclidean distance, and the details will be discuss in Section 2.
We also need to perform anomaly calculations on the representation of time series. The simplest and straightforward method of anomaly subsequence detection is to calculate the similarity between each pair of subsequences by doubleloop violence, and treat the most dissimilar subsequences with most other subsequences as abnormal subsequences [7] . In order to improve the efficiency of the brute force algorithm, Keogh et al. proposed HOT SAX [7] to construct an index tree using SAX symbol sequences to optimize the search order of candidate. Li et al. [9] proposed BitClusterDiscord, who used binary representation to approximate the trend information then use K-media clustering and two pruning strategies to reduce the number of similarity calculations. Senin et al. [21] proposed Rare Rule Anomaly to discrete the time series into symbol and derive context-free grammar to discover algorithmic irregularities associated with exceptions. Ren et al. proposed PAPR-RW [17] based on PAPR representation and random walk model [12] to convert time series into similar matrices. All these method use sliding window to split time series into subsequence while set the size of window manually. Once the window setting is not good enough to different kind of data sets, it is easy to detect wrong anomaly subsequence.
In this paper, we propose a novel anomaly subsequence detection of Dynamic Local Density Estimation (DLDE) where TSTree is used to dynamically divide the time series, and hash function to improve the efficiency. In order to avoid the influence of the hash function and the randomness of dynamic time segments, ensemble learning is used in our method. And this algorithm can improve the effect of detection without losing the time series trend information by dynamic segment and has less parameters.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows.
(1) An anomaly detection algorithm is proposed to solve the time drift problem inspired by the idea of DTW. And the detection effect can be improved with-out losing the trend information because this algorithm does not compress the original time series. (2) We propose a novel data structure named Time Split Tree (TSTree) and introduce the three techniques in DLDE, Time Split Tree for time series randomly division, Hash Table for similarity measurement that the data points with the same hash value are similar data points, and Ensemble Learning to ensure the stability of algorithm. (3) Our algorithm is analyzed with solid theoretical explanation and experimentally verified the effectiveness of the algorithm. DLDE outperforms other state-of-art algorithms on different types of data sets in accuracy.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up the problem definitions for anomaly detection in time series. Section 3 proposes the Dynamic Local Density Estimation algorithm. Experimental results are reported in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Problem Statement
Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a dynamic programming technique which can handle nonlinear alignments and local drift time [25] with different length subsequences caused by timeline scaling, amplitude shift and linear drift. Amplitude shift is ampliotude baseline is different with two similar time series. Timeline scaling means time series scaling proportionally on the timeline. Linear drift shows a trend od linear increasing or decreasing for time series. If the corresponding subsequences in two time series do not represent the same meaning, it is unreasonable to calculate their similarity by means of Euclidean distance. In order to reduce the time complexity, warping function [16] was proposed as shown in Fig.1(a) . After adding the optimization width limit, the most similar data points can be found only within a certain segment.
The anomaly detection based on DTW needs to calculate the similarity of any two subsequences and the time complexity is O(mnN 2 ). If adding the search scope limit window R, the calculation process is shown in Fig.1(a) . In Fig.1(b) , suppose we should detect whether the time series Q has anomaly or not, and the other series are T 1 ∼ T n , the adjustment window is R. Take the q 5 as an example, finding the minimum distance in the limited R window from T 1 to T n . From the perspective of anomaly detection, the larger of distance between q 5 and other data points, the more abnormal the point is. In other words, if there is no similar data point in the adjustment window, the test point should be an anomaly. Therefore, inspired by the idea above, we propose a method to quickly evaluate the similarity of subsequence. Based on this method, an anomaly subsequence detection algorithm for dynamic local density estimation is proposed. 
The Proposed Algorithm
Based on the analysis of dynamic time warping similarity calculation in Section 2, we propose a time series anomaly subsequence detection algorithm, Dynamic Local Density Estimation(DLDE) to divide the time series randomly and evaluate the degree of anomaly for data points through dynamic local density of each data point in the subsequence.
Basic Concept and Definitions
Definition 1 (Time Split Tree(TSTree)). TSTree randomly divides a time series into several dynamic time segments, each of which is located at the leaf node.
The process is as follows: there is a time series {t 1 ∼ t d }, randomly choose time point st as a split point, and divide all time points before st into T l while others in T r . Recursively the above process until the stop conditions:
1) The length of the time segment at the leaf node is less than or equal to 3.
2) The depth of the tree is equal to log 2 (d).
Give an example of the TSTree. Assuming that the time points of the Q time series are t 1 to t 20 , and the divided result is shown in Fig.2 . Select t 9 as the split node for root, and divide t 1 ∼ t 8 to left subtree, and t 9 ∼ t 20 to the right subtree.
Definition 2 (Dynamic Time Segment R). Inspired by limit window R in DTW in Fig.1 , Dynamic time segment refers to a continuous time segment in a subsequence that is used to find the most similar data points, such as R = {t s , t s+1 , ..., t e }(1 ≤ s ≤ e). (1)). If two data points have the same hash function value, the two data points are similar.
where p is the time point, w is the hash function width parameter randomly sampled from the range [1.0/log 2 (N ), 1 − 1.0/log 2 (N )], and r is a parameter randomly selected from the range [0, w].
Definition 4 (Similarity Time Point Set). Suppose p r is the value of time point t r and there is a dynamic time segment R = t s , ..., t e and the corresponding dataset Q ts∼te with HashT able ts∼te . The similarity time point set is calculated as
Definition 5 (True Similarity Relation). Due to the randomness of the hash function, the set N (p r ) may contains points that are not true similarity relationship with p r . Therefore, h random hash function are used to find the intersection of N (p r ), which is the true similarity relation set as shown in Equation (3) .
Definition 6 (Local Density). Local density density(Q tj , q i ) refers to the number of similar data points q i in the data point set Q tj .
Definition 7 (Dynamic Local Density). Dynamic Local Density refers to evaluating the local density of data points q i in corresponding dynamic time window
Anomaly Detection Algorithm in Time Series
The above section introduces the proposed definition and data structure, in this section, we are going to introduce the dynamic local density estimation, which is the core of the our algorithm. To determine the anomaly of the time series, we evaluate the local density of time series by evaluating the local density of each data point within the dynamic time segment. 1) Divide dynamic time segment. Dynamic density estimation is to evaluate the local density of data points through dynamic time segments. Therefore, dividing the time series into multiple disjoint time segments is the first step. We randomly construct TSTrees to dynamically divide time series and each leaf contains one segment. The pseudocode are shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Build TSTree (Init TSTree)
Require:
Time 2) Build a hash table. After dividing the time series into dynamic time segments, we need to use hash function to map data points to hash table in each segment, which can quickly estimate the local density of data points. Suppose the time segment on a leaf node in TSTree is t s ∼ t e . First, h number of hash functions should be generate as {hash 1 (.), hash 2 (.), ..., hash h (.)} following the Equation (1) . Then, all these hash functions can map leafs to h number of hash tables. Each hash table is a two-dimensional array as Equation (6), and each element in the hash table is stored in the form of Key-Value, Key (key i,r ) represents the hash value, and Value (val i,r ) represents the number of times this hash value appears in the data set. The bigger of val 1,s , the more data points will be map to key 1,s at t s , and the more likely the corresponding original data point is normal; otherwise, the smaller of val 1,s , the more likely the original data is anomaly. The width is equal to the length of the time segment contained in the leaf node, and the length of each column may be different. s , val 1,s ) ... (key 1,r , val 1,r ) ... (key 1,e , val 1,e ) ... ... .. .  (key k,s , val k,s ) ... (key k,r , val k,r ) ... (key k,e , val k,e ) ... ... .. .  (key x1,s , val x1,s ) ... (key xr,r , val xr,r ) ... (key xe,e , val xe,e )
The above process uses one hash function to map one leaf node data. In order to calculate the true similarity of the data points on the leaf nodes, h hash tables need to be constructed for each node.
3) Calculate the dynamic local density of data points The formula for calculating the dynamic local density of a data point is described in Definitions 7. And the Algorithm 2 describes the detailed calculation process after a dynamic time segmentation.
Algorithm 2 Calculate the local density at each time point in the time series.
Require:
Time Point, pi,corresponding time ti and TSTree, tree; Ensure:
The local density of pi, Density(pi); 1: Density(pi) = 0; 2: Query the leaf node where ti located; 3: Leaf node ts contains the start time point of the time period; 4: Leaf node te contains the end time point of the time period; 5: Hash(.) = {hash1(.), hash2(.), ..., hash h (.)};// H hash functions are contained in; 6: T N (qi) ← a collection of all time points from ts to te; 7: for each hashj(.) in Hash(.) do 8:
ksyi,j = hashj(qi);// calculate the hash value of pi; 9:
for each t = ts to te do 10:
if ki,j in HashT ablei,t(.) → ksys() then 11:
Nj(qi) ← t; 12: end if 13:
end for 14:
T N qi ← T N (qi) ∩ Nj(qi); 15: end for 16: for t in T N (qi) do 17:
for each hashj(.) in Hash(.) do 18:
keyi,j = hashj(qi);
19:
Density(pi)+ = HashT ablej,t → get(keyi,j) 20:
end for 21: end for 22: Return Density(pi);
4) Calculate the local density of the subsequence
Step 3 completes the dynamic local density estimation of a data point; then the local density of the time series P is estimated as shown in Equation (7), where d is the length of time series P and Density(p i ) is calculated by Definition 7. We can see that if the Density(P ) value is larger, it indicates that the data points in the time series P are similar to most of the time series data points in the data set, therefore, the time sequence P is more likely to be a normal time series.
Density(p i )
5) Use Ensemble learning to determine the anomaly Steps 1 to 4 evaluate the anomaly of each subsequence in the data set by dividing the subsequences into disjoint dynamic time segments once. However, since the data stored by TSTree is randomly segmented, if there is only one TSTree, the algorithm will not get a stable calculation result. Therefore, the idea of using ensemble learning is proposed to construct m TSTrees to form TSForest. The score of the subsequence P is calculated by TSForest as the dynamic density mean of m TSTree evaluations, and the formula for calculating the score of the subsequence is as shown in Equation (8) . The smaller the subsequence P is, the more likely subsequence P is an abnormal subsequence.
Algorithm 3 DLDE anomaly detection algorithm in time series.
Require: Time Series P , Subsequence Length, s, Hash Table Number h, TSTree Number m; Ensure:
The anomaly score of each subsequence, Score; 1: n ← The length of P ; 2: Dividing the time series P into a time series set Q according to the subsequence length s; 3: for i = 1 to m do 4:
Build TSTree; 5:
Initialize h hash functions for each leaf node of TSTree; 6:
Constructing a hash table on each leaf node; 7: end for 8: for each subsequence in Q do 9:
for each TSTree in TSForest do 10:
Calculating Density(Qi); 11:
end for 12:
Score ← M ean(Density(Qi)) 13: end for 14: Return Score; 
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, the data sets and the evaluation metrics are introduced first. For comparability, we implemented all experiments on our workstation with 2.5GHz, 64 bits operation system, 4 cores CPU and 16GB RAM.
Evaluation Metrics and Experimental Setup
Data sets: The time series data sets in the experiments are selected from the UCR Time Series Repository [4] and the BIDMC Congestive Heart Failure Database [2] . In UCR, the ECG data and the SENSOR data set are typical time series data sets; MOTION is the sequence data generated by the action, the IMAGE data can extract the time series data. These data sets are described in Table 1 . In our experiments, we follow the split subsequences as provided by UCR. For balanced data, we will significantly under-sampling one of two classes to obtain minority(anomaly class). For example, in ECG5000 2 3 we choose class 2 as normal and class 3 as anomaly.
Experimental Setup: We select five anomaly detection algorithms, Relative Density Outlier Score(RDOS) [24] , Fast Variance Oulier Angle(FastVOA) [14] , Internal [18] and Piecewise Aggregate Pattern Representation(PAPR) [17] . RDOS is the anomaly detection algorithms based on local density, FastVOA is an algorithm based on angle variance. Internal and PAPR are two anomaly detection algorithms based on interval division. The parameter settings of the above comparison algorithm are set according to the reference. For RDOS, the neighbors number will be set to 10. For FastVOA, we will set the hash number to 100. For PAPR, we will set the three parameters wc = 0.3, wd = 0.4, wr = 0.3. All these compared algorithms and DLDE are executed for 50 times to get stable results.
Accuracy
The aim of this experiment is to compare DLDE with other methods in terms of Area Under Curve(AUC). AUC is commonly used for evaluating anomaly Table 2 , and the best results are highlighted in bold font. N A indicates that this algorithm cannot be calculated on this data set in the current experimental environment. From this table, we can find that DLDE has better results than other algorithms on the most of all data sets (12/14) . It is indicated that DLDE is able to detect anomalies efficiently that other baselines are difficult to detect. For further analysis of experimental results, the data sets in Table 1 are divided into four parts according to the length, the average of each four parts are the final results of each algorithm on different length of data sets. The RDOS algorithm does not get running results on two data sets which are not be considered in the condition of more than 1000 part. From the experimental results in the Fig. 3(a) , we can find that the algorithm DLDE can obtain better experimental results on time series data sets of different lengths. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b) , it indicates that DLDE performs better on the first three types of data sets than other algorithms.
To test the impact of different data types on experimental results, the data set in Table 1 is divided into four parts: ECG, MOTION, IMAGE, SENSOR. ECG data and SENSOR data sets are typical time series data sets; MOTION is sequence data generated by actions; IMAGE data can extract time series data. The average of the experimental results of each algorithm on the four data sets is calculated separately as Fig. 3(b) . It can be seen from the figure that DLDE performs better than the other algorithms on the first three types of data sets. 
Parameter analysis
Dynamic window m. In the DLDE algorithm, the dynamic time segment window is randomly divided, in order to ensure the stability of the algorithm, we choose to use the idea of ensemble learning. That is randomly divide m times, and the final test result of the algorithm is the average of the number of runs. In this experiment, the sensitivity of the DLDE algorithm to the parameter m will be verified. When m is taken from 1 to 50, the variation of the AUC index on different data sets is recorded. Parameter m is tested under each parameter condition, the average value of the program running 50 times is taken as the final result and recorded in Fig. 4(a) . In this figure, it can be noted that the experimental results of DLDE are basically in a stable trend on the data set of all algorithms, that is, the AUC index of the algorithm is basically convergent when m reaches 10. Therefore, this experiment proves that the algorithm does not require a lot of random division of dynamic time segments, and the algorithm has better stability.
Hash number h. We construct a hash table at the leaf node with h p-stable local-sensitive hash functions [20] . This hash defines a boundary region, and all values in this region have the same hash value. To avoid the instability of random hash functions, we use multiple random hash functions. The intersection of similar sets of data points computed by the generated plurality of hash functions is a final set of similar data points that can more accurately measure similar relationships between data points. It is proved in the Fig. 4(b) that when h is taken from 1 to 108, the algorithm can achieve convergence as long as m and h take a small constant. Computational time. In order to calculate the consumption time, we selected 8 data sets for testing. We calculate the percentage of calculation time for the five methods in each data set. As can be seen from the Fig. 5 , DLDE has a better effect on the short length of the subsequence, and PAPR has a better effect on the long length of the subsequence, and the average performance of other data sets is relatively nearly. 
Performance on ECG data
In this section, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm on ECG data selected from BIDMC Congestive Heart Failure Database. We select two ECG records from this database, chf db01 275 and chf db13 45590. These two ECG data contains two ECG signal, and each record contain one anomaly subsequence.
In this experiment, we use the data of one minute length in two data sets as experimental data, and divide the whole time series into 15 sub-time series according to the cycle per second. We will verify the difference between the scores calculated by the method proposed in this paper, and use the line graph to visualize this difference. Since the results calculated by our methods is the density of the subsequence, the score should convert into the abnormal score of the subsequence by using Equation (9) .
anomaly score(P ) = 1 − p i − min(P ) max(P ) − min(P )
These two ECG data are shown in Fig. 6 , and the anomaly subsequences are shown in red line. The anomaly scores of each subsequence calculated by DLDE are shown in the dark red line below. It can be clearly found that the higher anomaly score is corresponded to true anomaly subsequence, and other score are around 0.5. We rank the anomaly scores of each subsequence to determine the anomalies in the data, thus avoiding the occurrence of missed detection. Therefore, these results can demonstrate the effective of our algorithm. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel anomaly subsequence detection algorithm based on dynamic local density estimation(DLDE), which inspired by the idea of the similarity calculation method of dynamic time warping. The anomaly detection algorithm divides the time serieswith TSTree and uses the random hash function to quickly estimate the local density of the data points in the dynamic time segment. In order to avoid the randomness of dynamic time segments and hash functions, the idea of ensemble learning is adopted to ensure that the algorithm can obtain more stable detection results. Experimental results show that the proposed DLDE method performs better on different types of data sets than other baselines. In the future work, we need to consider whether can set the automatic time segmentation method to reduce the process of algorithm ensemble learning.
